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The pictures contained “herein” will allow us to reflect on the three or four years spent at Fordham University School of Law. It is hard to imagine that so much time has passed so quickly. “Summation” has therefore, forthwith, hereof, afortiori, quid pro quo, status quo, heretofore, immortalized these years.

For all of us there were times when we wondered, “Why am I here?” or “Do I belong?” Three or four years ago we were wide-eyed frightened first year students with great expectations. Today we are the graduating class of 1990, more mature, more confident. Hopefully we now know why we were here and feel sure we belonged.

We will continue to mature and develop throughout our careers. We must, however, do that through integrity and honesty — for that is the only way to realize our original expectations.

Congratulations and Good Luck Class of 1990.
The Place To Be...
The Library
A Day

Of A Law Student
In The Life
The TANG Tradition

Wild Tang . . .
You Made My Heart Sing . . .
Dances On . . .
ARE WE HAPPY YET?
Yes, We Are The Future Chief Justices!
1st Year Law Student & Parents Reception
NALP/BLSA Northeast Law Student Recruiting Conference
Top: Assistant Dean and Director of Admissions William J. Moore, Director of Financial Aid and Assistant Director of Admissions James A. McGough, Cora Bennett, Supervisor of Admissions Mary A. Conlon. Bottom: Lynn Cantor, Martin Creaven, Nina LeBron, Charlene Carlo

Secretary Marta Hrycyn, Dean John D. Feerick, and Administrative Assistant Barbara M. McFadden

Executive Director of Student Records Ada Harrigan

Director of Continuing Legal Education Ronne G. Kaplan

Director of Career Planning and Placement Kathleen Brady

Evening Secretary Patricia Loughman

Professor of Research and Library Services Janet R. Tracy

Coordinator of Fordham Oral History Project and Adjunct Associate Professor Robert H. Cooper, Jr.
Law Library Staff: Top Tom Yust, Yael Mandelstram, Victor Essien, Paul Zarowsky, Evelyn Ma, Shu-ya Thang, Carol Shapiro, Dinorah Arquinzoni, William Elliot, Nilda E. Calderon, Jorene Robbie. Bottom Janice Greer, Joyce Dindayal, Kristine Kreillick, Janet Tracy, Mary McKee

Career Planning and Placement Center Staff: Top Recruitment Assistant Sharilynn Mantle, Student Jobs Coordinator Bridget Hoar, Alumni Newsletter Coordinator Patricia Suppa. Bottom Assistant Director Christina Meincke, Director Kathleen Brady, Associate Director Thomas J. Schoenherr

Switchboard: Joe Fallon, Dianne Goldson

Administrative Assistant Susan Santangelo, and Associate Dean and Associate Professor Georgene M. Vairo

Secretary Jennifer Berge, Secretary Dorothy Grimaldi, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Robert J. Reilly
Faculty

Associate Professor
Mark L. Davies
Civil Procedure, Torts, New York Practice

Associate Professor Helen Hadiyannakis Bender
Contracts, Commercial Transactions, Remedies

Professor Constantine N. Katsoris
Decedents’ Estates, Federal and Local Taxation, Accounting

Associate Professor Bruce A. Green
Constitutional Problems and Criminal Procedure, Evidence

Associate Clinical Professor
Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley
Alternate Dispute Resolution, Mediation Clinic

Associate Professor Thel, Professor Gray, Dean Feerick, Professor Lanzarone

Professor Edward Yorio
Contracts, Income Taxation, Remedies

Professor Michael M. Martin
Evidence, Civil Procedure, Conflict of Law

Professor Katsoris, Jennifer Berge

Professor Yorio, Former Professor Gerald McLaughlin, and Dean Feerick

Professor William Davey
EEC Law, Regulation of International Trade

Rev. Charles M. Whelan, S.J.
Constitutional Law, Religion and America Law

21
Faculty

Professor
Thomas M. Quinn
UCC, Advanced
Commercial Law
Professor
Joseph C. Sweeney
Admiralty, International
Law, Torts
Associate Professor
Martin S. Flaherty
Constitutional Law,
Legal Writing
Professor
Barry E. Hawk
International Trade,
Antitrust, EEC
Competition Law

Director of Legal
Writing Rachael
Vorspan
Legal Writing
Professor
Abraham Abramovsky
Crimes, New York
Criminal Procedure,
International Criminal
Law
Associate Professor
James L. Kainen
Property, Evidence
Associate Professor
Hugh Hansen
Constitutional Law,
Intellectual Property

Associate Professor
Deborah A. Batts
Domestic Relations,
Property
Cameron Professor
Joseph M. Perillo
Contracts,
Legal Process
Marta Hyrcyn,
Professor Abramovsky

Wilkinson Professor
John D. Calamari
Contracts
Associate Clinical
Professor and Director
of Clinical Ed.
James A. Cohen
Professor
Michael T. Madison
Property, Real
Estate Finance
Adjunct Asst. Professor
Nicholas Jollymore
Professor Yung Frank Chang
Far Eastern Contract and Commercial Law, Comparative Law
Professor Emeritus Ludwik Teclaff
International Law, International Environmental Law
Professor Edward F.C. McGonagle
Descendants' Estates Trusts and Estates
Associate Professor Carolyn Gentile
Labor Law, Professional Responsibilities
Professor Ernest Earl Phillips
Property, Domestic Relations, and Constitutional Law
Professor Daniel Capra
Civil Procedure, Constitutional Criminal Law, Evidence
Rev. Donald L. Magnetti, S.J.
Torts, Trusts, Islamic Law
Associate Professor Gail D. Hollister
Torts, Legal Writing

Thomas Schoenherr, Professor Chiang, and Professor Teclaff
Manning Professor Robert M. Byrn
Torts, Remedies
McGivney Professor Martin Fogelman
Corporations

Associate Professor Andrew B. Sims
Constitutional Law, Entertainment Law, Mass Media Law
Professor Maria L. Marcus
Crimes, Discovery, Federal Courts
Visiting Professor Harold S. Lewis, Jr.
New York Practice, Employment Discrimination, Civil Procedure
Associate Professor Donald L. Sharpe
Income Taxation, Advanced Corporate Tax
Faculty and Staff

Associate Professor
Mary C. Daly
Constitutional Law, Professional Responsibility

Professor
Michael Malloy
Banking Law, Corporations, International Financial Institutions

Associate Professor
Steven S. Thel
Contracts, Corporate Finance, Securities Regulation

Professor
Roger J. Goebel
Corporate Finance, Business Contract Law, Common Market Law

Bacon-Kilkenny Distinguished Visiting Professor Whitmore Gray
International Commercial Dispute Resolution
Contracts, Far Eastern Contract and Commercial Law

At the Law School Christmas party:
Clockwise Assistant Dean Reilly Jennifer Berge, Dorothy Grimaldi, Standing Estelle Fabian Mary Whelan, Marilyn Alexander, Dean Feerick, Mati Fernandez Rosemary Lappin
Adjunct Associate Professor Rosemary Page

Professor Robert J. Kaczorowski
American Legal History, Remedies

Professor
Carl Felsenfeld
Banking Law, Bankruptcy, Commercial Paper

Associate Professor
Jill E. Fisch
Corporations, Securities Law

Adjunct Associate Professor Donald A. Klein

Mr. Murray Sewdass mailroom
Mr. Diggs, Security

Secretary Pauline Roellig, continuing legal education
Mr. Luke Carolan, Security
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADUATES

Fordham Law School Graduates,
For your success we pray
As you prepare for your exams
And await Graduation Day.
Abe Lincoln would be very proud,
And quite a lot surprised:
That half the Law School Graduates —
Of young ladies is comprised.

Your three or four years of intensive study
Of “policies” and “rules” —In the Hallowed Halls of Fordham:
The best of all Law Schools —
From that Fountain of True Genius,
With “briefs” and “torts” acquired —
Our fledgling legal eagles
With true justice are inspired.

On the twenty-first of May
In Avery Fisher Hall,
As you receive your prized diplomas,
“Good luck”, I wish you all.
In this graduating class:
A future President?
Quite possible, I do declare:
You — to Fordham Law School — went!

We thank you, John D. Feerick,
The School’s illustrious Dean —
Whose parents came from Mayo —
In the Isle of Emerald Green.
We thank you, learned Faculty —
Today, and times gone by
Secretaries, and all the staff
Who keep Fordham’s credit high!

— Luke Carolan
Law Students Give So Much Of Themselves!

Editorial Board

Back Row: Robert Grass, Marianne Fogarty, Tiggy Eldred, Mike Murry, Bob Maslan, Ashley Lyu, Liz Corradino, John Crowley, Kathleen Smith, Front Row: Howard Schreiber, Mike Dlouhy, Bill Craco, Tom Canfield.

Editorial Board

Urban Law Journal Editorial Board

Entertainment Media And Intellectual Property Law Forum


Environmental Law Report Staff


Legal Writing Teaching Assistants

Back Row: Juliette Metzger, Laura Copland, Robert Maslan, Lalit Loomba, Sean Madden, Letitia Sears, Front Row: Nicole LaBarbera, Anne Rody, Professor Rachel Vorspan, Diane Doebelle.
Moot Court Staff


Philip C. Jessup International Law Team Linda Schecter, Paul Holstein, Anne Britt, Suzanne O'Leary

Back Row: Sergio Tuero, Paul Tumbleson, Mark Potel, Laureen McKeenna, Douglas Zucker, Leslie Travis. Front Row: Garineh Douletian (Best Brief), Susanne O'Leary (Best Speaker), Mary Ellen Donnelly (Best Brief) — The I. Maurice Wormser Competition.

Craven Constitutional Law Team Lynn Dadourian, Mary Ellen Donnelly, Curtis Dowd
Student Activities

**Student Bar Association**
Seth Popper, Paul D’Emilia, Carmen Morales, Julia Cornachio, Brian Daly

**The Advocate**
Gordon Govens and Thomas Linguanti

**B.A.L.S.A. Standing:** John Johnson, Gail Richardson, Janice Smith, Edgar Jordan, Deneen Donnley, Pamela Edwards, Michelle DePass, Johnathan Sampson, Lisa Hayes, **Seated:** Marcia Thurmond, Arlene Gordon, Sonia Tanksley.

**A.A.L.S.A. Back Row:** William Min, Jennifer Block, Asha Shah, Sanjit Shah, Richard Hong, Lambert Sheng, Ellen Yang, **Front:** Tat Man So, Peter Bacatan, Songhum Yi, Tae Whong.

Fordham Follies Writers

Michael Manly
Paul Soloman
Edward Nemchek
Adam Sifre

Zvi Joseph
Matthew Nolfo
Sean Joyce
Keith Styrcula

Not Pictured: Magda Vives, Jeffrey Landou, Sergio Tuero

Latin American Law Students Association
Football

1) **Motion to Destroy (Odds: 3-2):** Injuries to key personnel have ignited the rest of the team to pick up the slack. Capable back-up QB Ed Wolfe should be able to find Deep-Threat Phil Castellano. Coach Brad Mitchell has directed this team to an undefeated season, but the week off due to a first round “bye” could dampen the Team’s intensity.

2) **71-ers (Odds: 3-1):** Captain Joe Cartafalsa has assembled a group of hungry 1-L’s. Despite an undefeated season, inexperience could spoil playoff dreams.

3) **Kelly’s Bulldogs (Odds: 5-1):** Must get big plays from their big players. Scrambling QB Mark Lee must connect with speedy Sean Madden on offense. Look for Chris “The Irish Dragon” Mone and “Bulldog” McSloy to dominate.

4) **Undersigned (Odds: 8-1):** Ferocious defense led by Rand Neveloff has turned team around in second half of the season. Rob Casper should have a few more “int’s” in the playoffs, and Stuart Chasanoff leads an unpredictable offense.

5) **Avengers of Lloyd’s Arm (Odds: 15-1):** Driven by the memory of their fallen comrade, “Avengers” have shown stark improvement over their last season. Offense is led by QB Ed Rose and Captain Ken Regan.

6) **Skirt Denied (Odds: 21-1):** More important career pursuits have stymied veteran powerhouse “Skirt”. Look for them Captain John Cannistraci to revive glory of years ago with standouts Tom Tether, George Kostakus and Donnie Feerick.

7) **Crib Death (Odds: 99-1):** Miraculously winless during the regular season, the “Budin Express” looks to get back on the track in the playoffs. Team must rally around return specialist Grant “The Rocket” Esposito and pass rushing Jeff “Too-Tall” Altabef.
REASONS WHY FORDHAM NEEDS YOUR ALUMNI DOLLARS

BY ED NEMCHEK, KEITH STURCULA & ADAM SIPRE OF "THE LEGAL FICTION"

1. It's been discovered that the first floor men's restroom has actually been the site of a heinous biochemical experiment secretly conducted by the Army. The experiment unleashed a nearly indestructible strain of toxic chemicals and the restroom is no longer safe for humans. To disinfect it -- we need your alumni bucks!

2. A recent study indicates that the Fordham Computer Center hates law students, so that future generations of Fordham Law students can have their own computer center and get something accomplished for once -- we need your bucks!

3. This year's S.B.A. boat ride sold fewer tickets than expected and lost $1,276,415.10. So future classes can have T.A.N.G.S. -- we need your support.

4. The average cost of books per semester at Biboju-Juris now exceeds the cost of tuition. We need your bucks so one-l's can have books to read for first year classes.

REMEMBER: Fordham is the best damn Jesuit law school in the nation. (With your alumni dollars, we can keep it that way. Thank you.)
First Year Day
First Year Day
First Year Students

SECTION ELEVEN
Standing from left to right: Elahe Sharif-Pour, Catherine Leclercq, Leila Zacharias, Matthew Goldstein, Julieta Feliciano, Elzbieta Kurkowski, Claudia Sieber, Liliana Iribarne, Michel Natalis, Jose Gallo, Barbara Lew, Ram Porat, Abraham Allison, George Greene, Russell Trocano, Robert Tiburzi, Sonia Bessa, Maureen Holm, Masood Afridi, Ying Ping Liang, Asad Abedi. Seated: Professor Michael P. Malloy, Dean John D. Feerick, Professor Barry E. Hawk, Director.
The Possibilities

Are Endless . . .
JoAnn M. Longobardi
Susan L. Gorman

Sergio J. Tuero
Thomas F. Cusack III

Rachelle R. Lombardi
John C. Cannistraci
Cori Weston
John F. Leydon, Jr.

Mario M. Kranjac
Michael Kennedy

Alyssa First
Lynore Rerick
Ruth Lazar
Robert H. Lochow, Jr.

JoAnne Simon
Peter S. Hauser

Joseph F. Arkin
Jennifer S. Gersten
Rena Gitin
Megan Lawler Johnson

Michael R. Hobbie
Jeffrey J. Corrigan

Bruce H. Babitt
Margaret M. Armstrong
Katherine A. Voskian
Scott Flynn

Nancy Donohue
Cathy E. Shore

Louise I. Tudor
Cara L. Norman
David F. Norton
James G. Rizzo

Brian Haskel
Kara S. Donahue

William Min
Warren S. Heit
Allan B. Silver
Bruce I. Tribush

Edward L. Hammer
Elizabeth M. Cursio

Juliette A. Metzger
Ellen Ravitch
Daniel H. Olmstead
Angelo Rios

William A. Bales, Jr.
Daniel L. Considine

Carol Zylbert
Margot Read Yanitelli
Amy B. Lewis
Robert Kendall Howard

Adriane M. Antler
Efraim Rooz

Richard Morris
Valerie A. Lico
Gordon A. Govens
Thomas P. Dobbins

Annette J. Monachelli
Thomas E. Healy

Lauren McKenna
Bryan L. Rozencwaig
Barry Bendetowes
Stuart Chasanoff

Michael Xylas
Meg Mataraso

Lisa Lim
Mary Elizabeth Feerick
Theresa K. Mohan
Tim A. Kalavrouziotis

Tanya Wilks
Seth R. Landau

Imelda Kathleen Harrington
Michael Marley
Elaine P. Chryssochoos
Ted T. Mozes

Lawrence H. Straus
Brian M. Healy

Jean M. McLaughlin
Michael R. Barz
Susan C. Rabasca
Stephen P. Byrne

Scott R. Fuller
Jennifer Bliss

Joseph J. Foy
Scott Leishman
Mara S. Manin
Stefania F. Condreras

Brian J. Burns
Emmett James McGroarty

Stanley W. Swain
Phyllis E. Dubrow
Daniel T. O'Neil  
Anthony R. Augliera

Suzanne E. Lai  
Julie A. Trachten

Teresa W. Chan  
Benjamin W. Lau
Carol Friedman
Jeffrey Shore

Leslie Marshall
Maureen T. Murphy

George P. Kostakos
Ronald J. Holland
David I. Blee
Tammi Kwalbrun

Gary M. Perlman
Nancy L. Gassin

Carolyn Dunphey
Dan Feder
Jeanette M. Samra
Alberto Robaina

Lauri Basch
Andrew Pine

Gary P. Dauerty
Ana Maria Rodriguez
John J. Murphy
Richard H. Stannard

Alexandra vonFerstel
Martin Watkins

Constance F. Roland
Patricia Ballner
William J. Schauer
Yonah Lloyd

Kenneth M. Klemm
Jonas Herbsman

Paul D'Emilia
Robin Cohen
Joseph Mancuso
John Barney

Luis Ras
James Gerard Cummins

Ellen Matowik
Anna Harovas
Lisa Grill
Morgan P. Kennedy

Wylie M. Stecklow
James A. Lombardi

Michael T. Murray
John Minett
Sarah Burns
Matthew S. Quinn

Gregory M. Cooke
Salvatore G. Concu

Yvette Mendez
Richard Grohmann
Michal Dlouhy
Desiree Buenzle
Deborah M. Collins
Lance Babbit
Robert Isler
Patrick Kilgannon
LL.M

Sônia G. Bessa '91

Jose Antonio DeJesus Gallo

Francisca Boschma

Asad Abedi

Matthew Goldstein

Robert Tiburzi
"On Appeal"
(Latecomers)

Paul A. Brusco
Howard Greenberg

Jesse L. Rubens
Katherine Toher
Vicki Gruber

Richard A. Russo
Elisabeth Straus
Tom Linguanti
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David G. Sternlicht
Editor-in-Chief

Left: Editor-in-Chief

Right: Associate Editor-in-Chief

Top Row: Executive Editor, Managing Editor, Copy Editor, Contributing Editor. Bottom Row: Photography Editor, Some guy with a tie, David "The Picture Man", Layout Editor.

Contributing Staff (Not Pictured):
Susan Brkich
Eileen Gill
Susan Presley
Alexis Smith
Special Thanks:
Assistant Dean Robert J. Reilly
Mr. George M. Geer, Territory Manager

Delmar Printing Company

Senior Portraits, and nearly every other single, double, or multiple exposure were photographed by:
David G. Sternlicht
"The Picture Man"
260 West 52nd Street Apt. 10-G
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